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much the same with the s3 launch, the fenix 7 does have a
slightly improved accuracy situation over the instinct 2: the fenix
7 is using the latest c-labs algorithm, whereas the instinct 2 uses

the old zenith/azimuth information. for the most part, i believe the
differences are negligible. as i said above, both units support
pacepro plans, though youll need to create those on garmin

connect ahead of time. meanwhile, only the fenix 7 has strava live
segments support, the instinct 2 doesnt have that. however, both

units have the metronome feature, both have auto lap, auto
pause, auto climb (which adds an extra customizable data page
as your ascent rate goes up), 3d speed/distance, and auto-scroll.
additionally, both units have the metronome feature, both have

auto-lap, auto pause, auto climb (which adds an extra
customizable data page as your ascent rate goes up), 3d

speed/distance, and auto-scroll. although there are a few features
specific to each unit, mostly ive compared the two as far as basic
functionality is concerned. both will show the same data fields on

the same pages (when they are displayed) and both units will
overlay multiple data fields on the same pages. both units will
show the same data fields on the same pages (when they are

displayed), however the fenix 7 also allows for a bit more
customization to the page with features like moving and hiding
data fields, as well as different widgets (sliders, contours, etc).
both will also have automatic data field insertion, and standard

data fields to fit 4 data fields per page. both units will also have a
3 month battery life, and have bluetooth 5.0, and 802.11 b/g/n/ac

connections.
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so, i would say the fenix 7 isnt the best device out there. thats no
surprise, but its certainly more ideal for a variety of things. but if
you want something that will reliably track your stats and has a

bluetooth hr hr, which seems to be the watch-of-choice out there
right now, thats a good choice. though i will have to say that the

instinct series is a little more fun and accessible, and most
certainly more intuitive to use. ive made the decision to keep my
instinct2 3rd gen, with the fenix 7 for an upcoming trip, and plan

on getting a garmin edge for work and personal use. ive been
keeping an eye on the max batteries settings, along with the

batteries that are showing on phone-enabled units, and it seems
that the fenix 7 is fairing better in terms of longevity. of course,

max battery on the instinct2 means years in the gps lifetime. and i
am ultimately a person who demands a lot from my navigational
equipment, but my understanding is that the fenix 7 is more of a
lifestyle watch rather than a utilitarian gadget, and a few weeks
on the device isnt necessarily a bad thing. it also depends upon

what you want to do with the watch, as the battery life will
shorten dramatically if you use it for a full-time altimeter, like a dji

osmo. in terms of the fenix 7, it really is quite a sleeper unit. it
was honestly highly recommended to me by a number of people
before i purchased it. i thought about it for a long time, trying to
decide whether to get the fenix 2, and gave an instinct 2 3rd gen
the nod in the end. im not a heavy/continuous user of the watch,
which is what the fenix 7 is made to cater to. on the odd occasion

that i do use it, i find it hasnt let me down yet. the fenix7 is the
"best of class" device in terms of its advertised features, and like

the instinct2, its the watch that can be used in a variety of
situations. its not the most beautiful watch to look at, and its not

the most aesthetically pleasing watch to be in possession of, but it
does what it does quite well, and it still looks smart. 5ec8ef588b
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